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As we move into 2023, pet owners can expect to see the emergence of exciting new trends in their

beloved furry friends. From technology-driven advancements to lifestyle changes that encourage greater

animal participation, here's a peek at five trends that could very well be popping up by 2023.

Here are five pet trends that could shape how we interact with animals in 2023.

1. Automatic Feeders

Automated feeders are becoming increasingly popular, helping owners take the guesswork out of

feeding their pets. These feeders can be programmed to

provide meals at specific times and dispense food according

to the pet's size and dietary needs.

2. Pet-Smart Homes

More people are beginning to prioritize pet-friendly homes,

with gadgets and automatic doors that make it easier for

their pets to move around the house. This trend will continue

in 2023, with even more pet owners taking the time to create

a safe and comfortable environment for their animals.

3. AI Pet Photos

Owners can take pet photos using artificial intelligence, making it easier to create beautiful,

professional-looking images of their furry friends. AI technology can also help owners identify and track

changes in their pet's health over time.

4. Pet-Specific Apps

A growing number of apps will be specifically designed for animals in 2023. From tracking apps that

allow owners to monitor their pet's activities and health to grooming apps that make it easier to keep

their fur looking its best, these apps are sure to be a hit with pet owners everywhere.

5. Pet Adoption
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With increased pet adoption rates, 2023 could be the year to promote responsible pet ownership and

spread the message of animal welfare worldwide. This trend will continue throughout the coming years,

from increased awareness campaigns to initiatives that make it easier for owners to find suitable homes

for their animals.

These are just five of the many pet trends that could shape 2023. With the growing number of advances

in pet-focused technology, there are sure to be plenty more surprises in store for the pet-loving

community!

January Recommended Article:

Wondering Why Your  Cat is Forever Hungry?

Wondering why your cat is always

hungry? There is more than one reason

why your cat keeps eating continuously. It

can span from diabetes and depression to

hyperthyroidism, but now, let’s get to

know everything in detail.

Your cat is feeling lonely or bored

Cats may always be a sign of feeling

hungry if they are bored. And if you need

to sort out this problem, you’ll need to

offer your cat some stimulation and, if

possible, avoid free feeding him

throughout the day. To keep your cat

engaged, you can offer him stimulating

toys. Additionally, you can also acquire

automatic feeders to ensure a measure of

food is offered to your cat.

Your cat is suffering from hyperthyroidism

or diabetes.

The two diseases are always the reason

why your cat may have an aggravated

appetite. When your cat suffers from

hyperthyroidism, it means the

metabolism will burn many calories as

expected, while diabetes will limit the

conversation of sugar to energy. And as

such, nutrition won’t be absorbed into the

cat’s body.

Your cat has roundworms
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The presence of roundworms in your cat’s

stomach will imply that worms will be

enjoying the meal before the cat digest it.

Conversely, a roundworm-infested cat

might seem fat because the worms cause

its body to swell.

Your cat is grieving or depressed

Your cat may always become hungry

because of depression. For instance, if the

cat suddenly loses attention, such as

when a new baby arrives, it’ll develop a

self-soothing behavior which like people,

may result in overeating.

Your cat isn’t getting the right nutritional

needs

If your cat takes snacks, it may end up

feeling hungry quick-fast. However, these

poor feeding habits may result in your cat

feeling hungry every now and then.

Learn more about your cat’s diet here:

Why Does My Cat Eat Strange Things

Tips on Feeding Cats

Does Your Cat Drink Enough Water

Pet Rescue Story
Sparky was lost on the streets of Richmond, Virginia, in December 2010. He was a small Cairn

Terrier with real grit to survive on the

streets. He noticed a girl named Julie

as she traversed to the bus stop one

afternoon in the city. Unfortunately,

Julie could never have her own dog

while living under her parent's roof.

Julie was without a car but had a

smartphone to call her roommate,

Clara. Julie knew that Sparky was

very receptive to her from the start.
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She also noticed he had no identification and he had an issue biting due to the fleas that had

infested his golden coat.

Sparky was the first name that popped into her head. The small yet feisty pooch had brown

eyes and was quick to jump up on her as she crouched at the bus stop to pet him on that very

day. Clara was excited to help and found Sparky near the address that Julie had noted as she

caught her bus for college that cold, breezy winter day. Julie's friend Clara had a perfect home

and a large yard for Sparky.

Indeed, Julie and her friend Clara saved Sparky from the streets. He was given a new loving

home, rubber toys, food, water, and a warm soapy flea bath. Sparky cheerfully embraced his

new adoptive family.

Happy New Year!
Animal Care Center of NH
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